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Abstract

Delivering sensed data to the sink reliably in sensor networks calls for a scalable, energy-efficient,

and error-resilient routing solution. In this paper, a reliable energy-efficient routing (REER) protocol

is proposed to achieve the above goals for dense wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Based on the

geographical information, REER’s design harnesses the advantage of high node density and relies on the

collective efforts of multiple cooperative nodes to deliver data, without depending on any individual ones.

We first select reference nodes (RNs) between source and sink. Then, multiple cooperative nodes (CNs)

are selected for eachRN. The reliability is attained by cooperative routing: each hop keeps multiple

CNs among which any one may receive the broadcast data packet from the upstream hop to forward

the data successfully. The distance between two adjacentRNs provides a control knob to trade off

robustness, total energy cost and end-to-end data latency. The main difference between REER and the

traditional geographical routing protocols are as following: (1) REER is stateless and does not need

to store any neighbor information; (2) In unreliable communication environments, traditional routing

protocols may fail to deliver data timely since link/node failures can be found out only after trying

multiple transmissions. In REER, each data is only broadcast once at each hop. If there is at least one

of the CNs is in good status, the data packet is delivered successfully; (3) In REER, the number of

cooperative nodes are adaptively selected before data delivery, such that the number is minimized while

achieving required reliability according to the link failure rate. The unselected nodes will enter sleeping

mode to save energy during data dissemination. Extensive simulation experiments are carried out to show
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that REER achieves an efficient trade-off among reliability, energy consumption, and end-to-end delivery

latency. We have evaluated the REER protocol through both analysis and extensive simulation.

Index Terms

Energy efficient, reliability, routing, wireless sensor networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed a growing interest in deploying a sheer number of micro-sensors that

collaborate in a distributed manner on data gathering and processing. Sensors are expected to be in-

expensive and can be deployed in a large scale in harsh environments, which implies that sensors are

typically operating unattended. Often, sensor networks are also subject to high failure rate: connectivity

between nodes can be lost due to environmental noise and obstacles; nodes may die due to battery

depletion, environmental changes or malicious destruction. In such environments, reliable and energy-

efficient data delivery is crucial because sensor nodes operate with limited battery power and error-prone

wireless channels.

These characteristics of sensor networks make the design of a routing protocol challenging. To address

such issues, a lot of research focuses on prolonging the network lifetime by exploiting energy-efficiency,

supporting reliability, or achieving low-cost sensor design [1], [2]. However, these goals are usually

orthogonal design objectives.

Among these design objectives, the goal of reliability and energy-efficiency usually conflict each other.

We consider two extremes of routing protocols in terms of these two design objectives: unicast routing

and flooding. Unicast routing is energy-efficient for reliable networks, but is not robust for dynamic

networks. Flooding is very robust for dynamic and error-prone networks, but incurs a high overhead for

sensor networks. Some routing protocols try to achieve a trade-off between the two extremes to make

this adaptive to different types of networks (with different link/node failure rate, node density, etc.). For

example, in directed diffusion (DD) [18], exploratory data is periodically flooded for reliability. When a

path is reinforced, it is used for a while with unicast routing in order to save overhead. In this paper,

a reliable energy-efficient routing (REER) protocol is proposed to construct a “unicast-like” path, while

exploiting broadcast to attain high reliability during data dissemination. REER achieves both reliable and

energy-efficient data delivery for dense wireless sensor networks (WSNs).

When sending a packet from source to the sink over multiple hops, REER controls the distancer

between two adjacent hops. At each hop, an appropriate number of nodes for cooperatively forwarding
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the data is selected. The smaller isr, the more nodes can be selected for cooperative data forwarding.

Sincer decides how many nodes will be selected, it efficiently provides a tradeoff between reliability

and energy cost. Whenr is equal to the transmission range of data packet, REER behaves almost like

a unicast fashion. By comparison, ifr is very small, REER can be deemed as scope-controlled flooding

around the path from the source to the sink. Unlike directional/controlled flooding, REER only selects the

nodes which need to participate data broadcasting to achieve required reliability in a hop-by-hop fashion.

Thus, the number of nodes involved in data delivery is minimized while achieving required reliability.

Furthermore, the unselected nodes will enter sleeping mode to save energy.

Since REER exploits geographical information to construct path, it will be compared with GPSR,

a popular position-based approach, by both analysis and simulation. We present extensive simulations

to show that REER normally yields higher reliability than GPSR. And more importantly, REER also

achieves less energy consumption. The overall performance (e.g. reliability, lifetime, and data delivery

latency) gain of REER increases as the link/node failure rate increases.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related work. We describe REER

design issues and algorithm in Sections III. Simulation model and experiment results are presented in

Sections IV and V, respectively. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Our work is closely related to the reliable data transfer scheme in WSN, and geographic routing in

WSN. We will give a brief review of the work in these two aspects.

There are increasing research efforts on studying the issue of reliable data transfer in WSN [?], [3]–[9].

In these work, hop-by-hop [3], [4] recovery, end-to-end [?], [8], [9] recovery, and multi-path forwarding

[5]–[7] are the major approaches to achieve the desired reliability by previous work. PSFQ [3] works

by distributing data from source nodes in a relatively slow pace and allowing nodes experienced data

loss to recover any missing segments from immediate neighbors aggressively. PSFQ employs hop by

hop recovery instead of end to end recovery. In [4], the authors proposed RMST, a transport protocol

that provides guaranteed delivery for applications requiring them. RMST is a selective NACK-based

protocol that can be configured for in-network caching and repair. Several acknowledgement based end-

to-end reliable event transfer schemes are proposed to achieve various levels of reliability in [9]. We

also proposed a virtual MIMO based cross layer design in [10]. In the design, the nodes can form

adaptively the cooperative nodes set to transmit data among clusters. Then, the hop-by-hop recovery

scheme and multi-hop routing scheme are integrated into the virtual MIMO scheme to jointly provide
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energy efficiency, reliability and end-to-end QoS guarantee. In [5], multiple disjoint paths are set up

first, then multiple data copies are delivered using these paths. In [6], a protocol called ReInForM is

proposed to deliver packets at desired reliability by sending multiple copies of each packet along multiple

paths from sources to sink. The number of data copies (or, the number of paths used) is dynamically

determined depending on the probability of channel error. Instead of using disjoint paths, GRAB [7]

uses a path interleaving technique to achieve high reliability. It assigns the amount of creditα to the

packet at the source.α determines the “width” of the forwarding mesh and should be large enough to

ensure robustness but not to cause excessive energy consumption. However, finding a suitable value of

α for various reliability requirements of sensor networks is not trivial. Furthermore, when the quality of

channel changes frequently, out-of-dateα makes GRAB either waste energy to unnecessarily use more

paths or fail to achieve the required reliability. It is worth noting that although GRAB [7] also exploits

data broadcasting to attain high reliability, it may not be energy-efficient because it may involve many

next-hop nodes in order to achieve good reliability and an unnecessarily large number of packets may

be broadcast. By comparison, in STEER a data packet is only broadcast once at each hop, and it is

quite robust to link/node failures. Some researchers explore the special features of sensor applications

in reliable protocol design. For example, considering asymmetric many-to-one communication pattern

from sources to sink in some sensor applications, data packets collected for a single event exhibit high

redundancy. Thus, some reliable techniques [3], [4] proposed for WSN would either be unnecessary or

spend too much resources on guaranteeing 100% reliable delivery of data packets. Exploiting the fact

that the redundancy in sensed data collected by closely deployed sensor nodes can mitigate channel error

and node failure, ESRT [8] intends to minimize the total energy consumption while guaranteeing the

end-to-sink reliability. In ESRT, the sink adaptively achieves the expected event reliability by controlling

the reporting frequency of the source nodes. However, in the case that many sources are involved in

reporting data simultaneously to ensure some reliability (e.g., in a high unreliable environment), the large

amount of communications are likely to cause congestion.

Geographic routing is a routing scheme where the location of the network nodes is used for packet

forwarding. Geographic routing can be stateless, because the next hop is chosen using the geographic

location of the destination, which is stored in the packet header. In contrast to that, non-geographic

algorithms let the nodes keep information about routes. In most position-based routing approaches, the

minimum information a node must have to make useful routing decisions is its position (provided by

GPS, Galileo, etc.), the position of its neighbors (through beaconing), and the final destination’s location

(through a so-called location service [15]). The most popular forwarding method in this category is
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the REER Routing Protocol: (a)RNs along the shortest path; (b)CNs in the cooperative fields; (c)

cooperative data forwarding; (d) the forwarding mesh between two cooperative fields

greedy forwarding, where forwarding decisions are made locally based on information about their one-

hop neighborhood. An overview of geographic routing algorithms can be found in [11]. A well-known

geographic routing algorithm is GPSR [13]. In GPSR, each node maintains a neighbor table which is

updated by periodically sending beacon messages. To route around areas where greedy forwarding cannot

be used, Greedy Perimeter State Routing (GPSR) [13] tries to find the perimeter of the area. Packets are

then routed along this perimeter, around the area.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTUREAND PROTOCOLDESIGN

In this section, we present the architecture and design of the REER protocol. We first give an overview

of the network organization, and then describe the key REER components in detail. Lastly, we present

an analysis that derive the key performance metrics for the proposed protocol.
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A. Overview

Consider a large scale, dense wireless sensor network, within which a source node, say, nodes,

generates reports on detected events in Fig. 1. These reports will be delivered to the sink nodet via

multi-hop routing. Usually sensor networks are deployed in the harsh environments, and thus the wireless

links/nodes are failure prone. In addition, the sensor nodes are severely energy constrained due to the

low-cost and disposable nature. Therefore, we choose reliability and energy efficiency as the two most

important design objectives for REER.

The operation of REER is illustrated in Fig. 1(a)-(c). A set of nodes, termed reference nodes (RNs)

between the source and the sink (source and the sink themselves are alsoRNs) are first chosen, such

that the distance between two adjacentRNs is sought to be an application-specific value, denoted byr.

Furthermore, more closely are theRNs located to the straight line from the source node to the sink, less

hop count should be obtained. In performingRN-selection, upstreamRN will broadcast a probe message

(PROB) with the transmission range ofR. Its neighbors, which receive this PROB and within theRN-

selection area, are called “reference node candidates” (RNCs). The RNs are determined sequentially,

starting from the source node. When a node is selected as theRN by its upstreamRN, it will perform the

RN-selection mechanism again to find its downstreamRN, and so forth. In Fig. 1, since the source node

s itself is anRN, it initiatesRN-selection first to find its downstreamRN, i.e., nodea. TheRN selection

mechanism will be detailed in Section III-B.

After a certain timer expires, theRNs determine a set of cooperative nodes (CNs) around each of them

based on the PROB messages they sent duringRN-selection. Note that theCN-selection does not need

any control overhead.

As shown in Fig. 1(b), forRN b, the area covered by the transmissions of its upstreamRN a will be a

disk centered ata and have a radius ofR, while the area covered by the transmissions of its downstream

RN c will be a disk centered atc with the radius ofR. As r is set to be smaller thanR, these two disks

will overlap, and nodeb will be located within the overlapping area. This overlapping area is deemed as

the cooperative fieldof RN b (denoted byCFb). That is, the sensor nodes inCFb are theCNs for RN

b. The CN selection mechanism will be detailed in Section III-C.

After the RNs andCNs are determined, each data packet will be forwarded toward the sink node by

relaying between groups ofCNs (i.e., group-by-group, rather than hop-by-hop), as illustrated in Fig. 1(c).

REER exploits data broadcasting to attain high reliability. More specifically, each data packet is broadcast

at each hop, such that theRN and all theCNs with a good signal-noise-ratio (SNR) in the nextCF will
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Fig. 2. Obtaining Virtual Coordinates by Means of GPS.

receive this data packet.RNs andCNs play the same role in data relaying. Fig. 1(d) shows all the possible

wireless links between two consecutive cooperative groups.

Upon reception, a node (RN or CN) will be selected randomly to broadcast the data packet toward the

next cooperative field, and so forth. The data dissemination mechanism will be detailed in Section III-D.

The nodes, which are neither selected asRN nor CN, will enter the sleeping mode to save energy during

data dissemination.

B. Reference Node Selection Strategy

The reference node selection scheme of this paper belongs to position-based protocols. In most position-

based routing approaches, the minimum information a node must have to make useful routing decisions

is its position, the position of its neighbors (through beaconing), and the sink’s location. The absolute

geographical location is obtained by means of GPS. In the global coordinate system (o is the origin) of

Fig. 2, nodeh is an RN. Its position(xo
h, yo

h) is piggybacked in the PROB message sent byh. Thus, a

neighbor nodei knows its position(xo
i , y

o
i ), the position of its upstreamRN h, and the sink’s location

(xo
t , y

o
t ). If we build a virtual two-dimensional coordinate system whereh is the origin, and theX-axis

is the line betweenh and the sink, the coordinates ofi (xi, yi) in the virtual coordinate system can be

calculated by Eqn.(1).





xi = cos(α) · (xo
i − xo

h)− sin(α) · (yo
i − yo

h),

yi = sin(α) · (xo
i − xo

h) + cos(α) · (yo
i − yo

h),

α = arctan( yo
t−yo

h

xo
t−xo

h
).

(1)
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Fig. 3. Illustration ofRN-selection.

The RN-selection is performed according to(xi, yi) and r. In the following sections, two selection

modes are described.

1) Normal Selection Mode:Let A(d, r1, r2) denote the size of an area intersected by two circles with

radius beingr1 andr2, respectively, and the distance between their centers beingd. Let Di be the distance

between theRNi and the sink. Then, the area covers theCNs of RNi is equal toA(Di+1−Di−1, R,R).

Assume nodes are densely and nearly uniformly distributed; then, the density of sensor nodes can be

deemed as a constantρ approximately. The number ofCNs in theCFi with center beingRNi is equal

to:

Ni = A(Di+1 −Di−1, R, R) · ρ. (2)

Let f be the failure probability of each link/node. Then, the hop reliability that data packet successfully

passesCFi can be given by:

p = 1− fNi . (3)

Based on Eqn.(2) and Eqn.(3),p is proportional toDi+1 − Di−1. If required hop reliability is an

application-specific constant,Di+1 −Di−1 is fixed, i.e. the specified hop distancer = Di+1 −Di is a

constant. In the following section, we describe the algorithm in such condition.

In Fig. 3. The point(r, 0) is called strategic location, which isr away from the upstreamRN and

located in the line between source and the sink to maximize hop length. In real conditions, of course, it is
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impractical to assume thatRNs are located at the strategic locations. Thus, if there are no neighbor nodes

located in the strategic locations, the size of cooperative fields will be different hop by hop. A simple

solution is to select the nearest node to the strategic location. To achieve the required hop reliability

approximately, thex coordinate of aRN candidate should be smaller thanr. The shadow area in Fig. 3

is deemed as RN-selection-area. The neighboring nodes in theRN-selection-area are deemed asRN-

candidates (RNCs), e.g. nodei in Fig. 3. A thresholdTH is set to limit theRN-selection-area. Thus,

RN-selection-area is a half circle with radiusTH in Fig. 3.

Let ∆D be the distance between nodei and the strategic location(r, 0). Then, ∆D is derived in

Eqn.(4).

∆D =
√

(xi − r)2 − (yi)2 (4)

Upon the reception of a PROB message fromh, nodei will discard the packet under any of the following

conditions:

1) the node has already received this packet;

2) xi > r;

3) ∆D > TH.

If the packet is not discarded,i will start a backoff timer. In order to guarantee that the one which is

the closest to its corresponding strategic location has highest possibility to be selected as the nextRN, the

timeout value for the backoff timer (trnc) is proportional to the distance to the corresponding strategic

location.trnc is calculated in Eqn.(5).

trnc = τ ×∆D + rand(0, µ), (5)

whereτ is the time value of a fixed unit slot. rand(0, µ) returns a random value uniformly distributed in

[0, µ), andµ is a small constant.

Assumei has the smallesttrnc value among all theRNCs and its backoff timer expires first, it will

unicast a “reply” message (REP) to its upstream reference nodeh. When nodeh receives the REP, it

broadcasts a “selection” message (SEL) with the identifier of nodei (already piggybacked in the REP).

To guarantee that only oneRNC is selected as the downstreamRN, nodeh only accepts the first REP

while ignoring the later ones. If nodei receives the SEL, it is selected as the downstreamRN for h.

When otherRNCs receive the SEL or REP, they will cancel their backoff timers. When the sink receives

PROB, it will broadcast a notification packet immediately to terminateRN-selection.

To reduce the possibility of collision of REP messages, we can setτ a sufficiently large value, while

low value ofτ decreases the time needed to setupRNs. The setting ofτ is shown in Table III. Since the
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Fig. 4. The Packet Structure of PROB Message in Normal Selection Mode.

RN selection is a relatively infrequent task as compared to the period of data transmission, even the use

of largeτ will not increase the data latency.

2) Adaptive Selection Mode:In previous section, we assume that the density of sensor nodes (ρ) is a

constant approximately. However,ρ is likely changed due to irregular node deployment. Ifρ cannot be

deemed as a constant,r should be dynamically adaptive to the estimated node density at each hop to

achieve required hop reliabilityp while maximizing the corresponding hop length.

To estimateρ, RN records the number of unique nodes residing in its radio coverage region (i.e. with

an area ofπR2) within certain time window. This is obtained from the messages anRN overhears/hears.

Given f , p and estimatedρ, the two hop distance estimated atjth hop (Dj+2
j = Dj+2 − Dj) can be

determined according to Eqn.(2) and Eqn.(3).

During performingRN-selection, theRNs are determined sequentially, starting from the source node.

Thus, we denote the two hop distance calculated by the source asD3
1. Let r1 be D2

1 = 1
2D3

1. Both r1

and D3
1 will be piggybacked in PROB message broadcasted bys. Assume nodea is selected as the

downstreamRN of s. We denote the two hop distance calculated bya asD4
2. Then,a determine its next

hop distance as follows:

r2 = D4
2 − (D3

1 − r1) (6)

The jth RN will determine its next hop distance by Eqn.(7):





rj = 1
2Dj+2

j j = 1,

rj = Dj+2
j − (Dj+1

j−1 − rj−1) j > 1.
(7)

The detailedRN-selection mechanism is the same as Section III-B.1. Compared with normal selection

operation, adaptive selection does not need additional control overhead except of node density estimating.

The main difference is the structure of their PROB messages; And adaptive selection needs more compute

overhead than normal selection.
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Fig. 5. The Packet Structure of PROB Message in Adaptive Selection Mode.

Sink

Source

Dead End 
Node

Closet
to Sink

Fig. 6. Illustration of Dead End Problem.

3) The Structure of Route Discovery Packet:The information contained in a PROB for normal selection

is shown in Fig. 4. The set ofSourceID, SinkID and SeqNumis used to identify the PROB message.

SinkPOSindicates the absolute coordinates of the sink.HopDistanceindicates the expected per hop

distance. The fixed attributes are set by the source and not changed while propagated across the network.

On the other hand, when anRN broadcasts a PROB message, it will change variable attributes.RN ID

is the identifer of current reference node.RN POS is the absolute coordinates of theRN. HopCountis

the hop count from current node to the source.RN ID andHopCountare used in Section III-C.

Instead of specifying hop distance directly in normal selection mode,HopDistanceis estimated in

adaptive selection mode. The information contained in a PROB for adaptiveRN-selection is shown in

Fig. 5.HopReliabilityindicates the required per hop reliability.HopDistancedenotes the expected distance

from currentRN to its downstreamRN; TwoHopDistancedenotes the expected distance from currentRN

to its two hop downstreamRN. Recall thatHopReliability, HopDistanceandTwoHopDistanceare used

for the downstreamRN to estimate its own expected hop distance.

4) The Dead End Problem DuringRN-selection: The so-called dead end problem [16], [17] arises

when a packet is forwarded to a local optimum, i.e., a node with no neighbor of closer hop distance to the
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destination as illustrated in Fig. 6. In REER, if there are noRNCs located in theRNC-area, it will enter

greedy mode to select the node among all its neighbors that is geographically closest to the sink as the

downstreamRN. If an RN does not have any neighbor closer to the sink in the greedy mode, REER meets

the dead end problem andRN-selection will be performed in recovery mode, i.e., the downstreamRN is

selected according to the right-hand rule to recover from the local minimum [13]. The right-hand rule is

a well-known concept for traversing mazes. To avoid loops, the downstreamRN is selected in recovery

mode on the faces of a locally extracted planar subgraph, namely the Gabriel graph. TheRN-selection

returns to greedy mode when anRN is closer to the sink than theRN where RN-selection entered

the recovery mode. Furthermore, if theRN hasRNC(s) in its RNC-area, theRN-selection switches to

normal/adaptive selection mode rather than greedy mode.

If an RN is selected by greedy mode or recovery mode, the corresponding cooperative field will be

distorted seriously. In this case, the cooperative field is not constructed and data packet will be forwarded

by unicasting, and the responsibility of reliability is shifted to MAC layer.

C. Cooperative Node Selection Strategy

As shown in Fig.1(a), PROBs are broadcast by theRNs along the path from the source to the sink,

starting from the source node. Note that PROB is sent only during the cooperative field establishment

phase and eachRN will broadcast PROB only once.

Upon the reception of the first PROB, an intermediate node will become aCN candidate (CNC), and

start a “CN-decision” timer (CN-Decision-Timer). Assume nodei is one of suchCNCs. AsRN selection

proceeds toward the sink,i will receive more PROBs. When itsCN-Decision-Timerexpires,i is expected

to receives all the PROBs and performs a CN-decision procedure. In this procedure,i checks how many

PROBs it has received. If the number of PROBs is three or more, nodei induces that it becomes aCN.

Then, it will figure out whichRN it belongs to.

The detailedCN-Decision-Mechanism is shown in the flowchart in Figure 7 where theRN-table is

used for aCNC to store information of received PROBs from differentRNs. TheEntryIdx is the index

of the RN-entry (RE) in theRN-table. Each RE includes the following information: (1) the hop count to

the source node (hcs); (2) the identifier of theRN (idrn) sending the PROB; (3) the distance from the

RN to the sink (Dt), which is calculated based onSinkPOSandRN POS in the PROB message.

The stored information is used for theCN-decision procedure and the following data dissemination

(in Section III-D). In the example of Fig.8(a),CNC i is closest to nodeb among all theRNs. It receives

the first PROB froma and set theidrn of the first RE (RE[1].idrn) to a ; then it receives the second

12
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Fig. 7. Flowchart of theCN Decision Mechanism.

PROB fromb and setRE[2].idrn to b; lastly, it receives the third PROB fromc and setRE[3].idrn to

c. In this example, nodei knows it is aCN since itsEntryIdx is equal to 3, and selects theRN indicated

in the second RE (i.e. nodeb) as itsRN. There also exists “four-PROBs” case in which aCN receives

four PROBs. Fig. 8(b) shows such an example. However, there should be no five(or more)-PROBs cases,

which meansr is set to too small a value inefficiently.

In Four-PROBs case, only nodesRE[2].idrn andRE[3].idrn are eligible as theRN for the CN. The

CN makes the decision by comparing which one is closer to itself as shown in Fig. 7 whereMyDt

denotes the distance from the currentCN to the sink.

Note that this section only considers the case of a single flow. If multiple flows coexist, REER creates
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Fig. 8. The Cases of Three-PROBs and Four-PROBs.
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Fig. 9. Data Packet Format.

an RN-tablefor each flow with a unique identifer (flow-id).

D. Data Dissemination in REER

When theRNs andCNs are determined, data reports are forwarded by the cooperation of the group of

CNs at each hop. The data packet format is shown in Fig. 9.s is identifier of the source;t is identifier

of the sink;h is the identifier of the node broadcasting the packet;Data.hcs is the hop count froms;

Data.SeqNumis the sequence number of the data packet.

Assuming a nodei receives a broadcast data packet. LetSeqi
data be the largest sequence number of the

data packets that nodei has so far received. It first comparesSeqi
data with Data.SeqNum. If Data.SeqNum

is smaller thanSeqi
data, the data packet is either a stale one or broadcast byi’s downstream node. In this

case, nodei will drop the data.

When nodei hears the forwarding of a packet, it also compares its own hop count to the source

(hci
s) with the hop count of the received one (Data.hcs). The data packet will only be processed byi if

hci
s = Data.hcs + 1.
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TABLE I

PSEUDO-CODE FORDATA DISSEMINATION ALGORITHM

A. Handle DATA
procedure process data(DATA(h,t,hch

s ,SeqNum))

i is the identifier of the current node;

hch
s is the hop count froms to h;

SeqNumis the sequence number of the data packet;

begin
01 if (DATA.SeqNum< Seqi

data)

02 || ((f i
cn=FALSE)&&(f i

rn=FALSE)) then
03 drop DATA and exist;
04 else
05 Seqi

data ← DATA.SeqNum

06 if ((f i
cn=TRUE)||(f i

rn=TRUE)) then
07 if (DATA.hch

s +1=hci
s) then

08 store DATA;

09 tb ← rand(N ·∆T ); //refer to Eqn.(??)

10 Set Backoff-Timerto tb;

11 else
12 discard DATA;

13 endif
14 endif
end

B. Backoff-Timer Expires
procedure send jamming(void))

begin
01 h ← i;

02 SeqNum← Seqi
data;

03 tj ← rand(Tj);

04 broadcast JAM(h,SeqNum)signal for tj ;

05 Set Jamming-Timerto (tj);

end

C. Handle JAM
procedure process jam(JAM(h,SeqNum))

begin
01 Cancel Jamming-Timer;

02 Discard the stored DATA;

end

D. Jamming-Timer Expires
procedure broadcast data(void))

begin
01 h ← i;

02 hch
s ← hci

s;

03 if (I can reach sink in one hop)then
04 unicast DATA(h,t) to t;

05 else
06 broadcast DATA(h,t,hch

s ,SeqNum);

07 endif
end 15
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Fig. 10. The Time Flow of Broadcasting Data Packet.

Then, nodei will randomly choose a backoff time (tb) in Eqn.(8), and set itsBackoff-Timerto tb to

perform a two phase contention procedure [19].

tb = rand(0, Tmax) (8)

In Eqn.(8),Tmax denotes the maximum backoff timer value. AssumeNcf denotes the number ofCNs

in the cooperative field. In order to be differentiated with other nodes in the same cooperative field, at

least the length of time slot∆T should be reserved for each node to content the channel in the same

cooperative field. Thus,

Tmax = Ncf ·∆T (9)

Large ∆T helps to reduce the possibility of simultaneous data broadcasting, while a small value of

∆T decreases the data latency. Oncei’s Backoff-Timerexpires, it transmits a jamming signal for a short

time tj which is calculated in Eqn.(10), whereβ is a small constant.

tj = rand(0, βTmax), 0 < β ¿ 1 (10)

As an adverse example shown in Fig. 10,CN2andCN3happen to choose the sametb to start jamming

the medium simultaneously while theBackoff-Timerof CN1 does not expire yet.CN1 listens a jamming

signal either fromCN2or CN3; then, it cancels itsBackoff-Timerto quit the contention. AfterCN3finishes

jamming the medium, it detects the jamming signal fromCN2and gives up the contention of forwarding

the data. Finally,CN2 wins the contention.

The pseudo-code of the data dissemination of REER protocol is shown in Table I where “←” denotes

an assignment operation.f i
cn is a flag that indicates whether a sensor nodei is a cooperative node or not,

while f i
rn is a flag that indicates whetheri is a reference node or not. If nodei is a CN, idi

rn denotes

the identifier of itsRN.
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E. Performance Analysis

In this section, we present analysis that derive the key performance metrics of REER, including

the successful delivery probability of data packetsp, the cumulative energy consumption involved in

forwarding a data packet to the sinkE, and the cumulative delay for a data packetTete. And show the

impact of hop distance on these performance metrics.

To simplify analysis, we consider an ideal scenario where the hop distancer is identical between each

adjacentRNs, and all the cooperative fields have the same shape, as shown in Fig. 11. We set up a

two-dimensional coordinate system where theX-axis is the line between reference nodeb and the sink,

and nodeb is at the origin of the coordinate system. The alphabet index of each node is equal to the one

in Fig. 1.

Let R be the maximum transmission range of a PROB message. Lethcf and vcf be the horizontal

and vertical radius of the cooperative field in Fig. 11, respectively. They are equal to:

hcf = R− r (11)

vcf =
√

R2 − r2. (12)

Let rmax be the possible maximum distance among all theCN pairs between two adjacent cooperative

fields (e.g.CFc andCFd). Then,

rmax =
√

r2 + (2 · vcf )2 =
√

4R2 − 3r2. (13)

To guarantee any pairs ofCNs in adjacent cooperative fields can communication with each other, the
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maximum transmission range of a data packetRdata is set tormax. In this case,Rdata is also larger than

2vcf which is the maximum distance between any two nodes in the same cooperative field. Thus, allCNs

within the the same cooperative field can hear each other, so that they can cancel their timers when one

of them is forwarding the packet. This fact is used in Section III-D, where jamming signal broadcast by

any node in a cooperative field (CF) will make any other nodes in the sameCF cancel broadcasting the

same data.

Let Scf be the size of the area of a cooperative field, and letS be the size of the shaded area in Fig.11.

ThenScf is equal to:

Scf = 4 · S = 4 · (θ ·R2 − 1
2
·
√

R2 − r2). (14)

In Eqn.(14),θ = cos−1(r/R). Assume the node density isδ. Then, the number ofCNs in cooperative

field (Ncf ) is equal to:

Ncf = Scf · δ (15)

Let d be the distance between the source and the sink. Then, the hop counts between the source and

the sink (H) is equal to:

H = dd
r
e (16)

The number of cooperative fields between the source and sink is equal toH − 1. Let f be the failure

probability of each link/node. Then, the probability that data packet succeeds to reach the sinkP can be

given by

P = pH = (1− fNcf )H . (17)

Let etx and erx be the energy consumption of transmitting and receiving a data packet, respectively.

Then, the cumulative energy consumptionE involved in successfully forwarding a data packet to the

sink is

E = etx ·H + erx · [3(H − 2) ·Ncf · (1− f) + 2Ncf · (1− f) + 1] (18)

Note thatH − 2 numbers ofCFs will listen to the data broadcasting three times and only the lastCF

listens to the data two times. One ofCNs in the lastCF will unicast the data to the sink.

Let tdata be the time to transmit a data packet; Lettb be the average of backoff time before data

forwarding. Then, the end-to-end latency for a data packet is equal to:

Tete = tdata ·H + tb · (H − 1) (19)
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Given all other parameters fixed,p, E, andTete are decreasing functions ofr. The smaller isr, the

larger will beN andH, the higher reliabilityp is achieved. However, for smallr values, more energyE

is consumed for each data packet, andTete also becomes larger. Thus,r provides a control knob to trade-

off robustness and energy efficiency (and latency).r should be adaptively selected to achieve required

reliability while meeting the application-specific QoS requirements (e.g. reliability, and end-to-end latency

bound).

F. Control Overhead Compared with GPSR

Let ns be the number of sensor nodes in the network. The number of neighborsk of a node is equal

to:

k = πR2ρ. (20)

Let ectrl be the energy consumption of transmitting a control message. Letog be the control overhead

for setting up neighbor information table in GPSR. Letor be the control overhead for establishingRNs

andCNs in REER. Then,

og = ns · ectrl. (21)

or = H · 3ectrl. (22)

In GPSR, each node beacons a hello message for setting up or updating the neighbor information table;

In REER, three messages (i.e. PROB, REP, and SEL) are needed to constructRN andCNs per hop. In

general,ns is much larger than3H. In GPSR, each node needs to storek number of neighbor entries

in its local memory, while REER is stateless. Once cooperative fields are established,RN/CN does not

need to store any routing-relevant information, while other nodes can enter sleeping mode to save energy.

Thus, REER scales well in dense sensor network, where the sensors have low storage capacity.

IV. SIMULATION MODEL

A. Simulation Settings

We implemented our scheme using OPNET [20], [21] to evaluate the performance of REER and GPSR.

The implementation of REER is limited currently to the normal selection mode, i.e. the hop distance

is specified. During the data dissemination, the nodes outside the cooperative fields will enter sleeping
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mode to save energy. In GPSR, a greedy forwarder will be selected out of the list of neighbors. If the

selected neighbor fails to receive a packet, its previous hop node tries to retransmit the packet until the

retry limit reaches. Then, a backup node is selected from the neighbor table, and the MAC layer tries to

deliver the packet to the this node. We use IEEE 802.11 DCF as the underlying MAC. Six hundreds of

sensor nodes are randomly placed over a 500m× 200m area. The rectangular shape of the simulation

area is chosen to obtain longer paths, i.e. a higher average hop count. The transmission range of sensor

node is 60m. As we take a conservative approach in evaluation, we do not assume sensor node can adjust

transmission range in REER, i.e.Rdata = R. The sensor nodes are battery-operated. The sink is assumed

to have infinite energy supply. We assume both the sink and sensor nodes are stationary. The sink located

close to one corner of the area, while the target sensor nodes are specified at the other corner. Each

source generates sensed data packets using a constant bit rate with a 5 second interval.

We use the energy model in [22]. The energy consumption parameters are shown in Table II. Every

node starts with the same initial energy budget (4,500W · sec) [22]. We use the following equation to

calculate the energy consumption in three states (transmitting, receiving, or overhearing):

m× PacketSizeMAC + b + Pidle × t× 1000 (µW · sec) (23)

Note that to express power consumption in idle state,Pidle, in µW unit, 1000 is multiplied. In Eqn. 23,

m represents the incremental cost compared to the power consumption in idle state,b represents the fixed

cost independent of the packet size,t represents the duration of the state, andPacketSizeMAC represents

the size of the MAC packet. In [24]–[26], Gilbert-Elliot model is used to model the link failure. We adopt

an ON-OFF two state Gilbert-Elliot model. State ON represents that the link is in “good” status, while

state OFF represents a “link failure” state. Letf be the link failure rate. With the time duration of state

ON (Ton) fixed to 100s, that of state OFF (Toff ) is calculated as a function off (Toff = Ton×f/(1−f)).

The parameter values used in the simulations are presented in Table III. The basic settings are common

to all the experiments. To decrease the influence of one special topology on the results, each experiment

was repeated 10 times with different topologies; For each result, we simulate for 20 times with different

random seeds. For the evaluation, the mean values of these10× 20 runs were taken.

B. Performance Metrics

In this section, five performance metrics are evaluated:

• Reliability (Packet delivery ratio)- It is denoted byP . It is the ratio of the number of data packets

delivered to the sink to the number of packets generated by the source nodes.
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TABLE II

ENERGY CONSUMPTIONPARAMETERS CONFIGURATION OFLUCENT IEEE802.11 WAVELAN CARD [16]

Normalized Initial Energy of sensor node (W · sec) 4500

Incremental cost mtx 1.9

(µW · sec/bytes) mrecv 0.5

moverhearing 0.39

Fixed cost (µW · sec) btx 454

brecv 356

boverhearing 140

Pidle (mW ) 843

TABLE III

SIMULATION SETTING

Basic Specification

Network Size 500m× 200m

Topology Configuration Mode Randomized

Total Sensor Node Number 600

Data Rate at MAC layer 1Mbps

Transmission Range of Sensor Node60m

Time Duration of State ON Default: 10s

Node failure rate Default: 0%

Packet loss rate Default: 0%

Sensed Traffic Specification

Size of Sensed Data Default: 1Kbytes

Size of Control Message Default: 128bytes

Sensed Data Packet Interval 5s

REER Specification

r Default: 40m

τ in Eqn.(5) Default: 2.5ms

µ in Eqn.(5) Default: 5ms

∆T in Eqn.(9) Default: 10ms
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• Energy Consumption per Successful Data Delivery- It is denoted bye. It is the ratio of network

energy consumption to the number of data packets successfully delivered to the sink. The network

energy consumption includes all the energy consumption by transmitting and receiving during

simulation. As in [23], we do not account energy consumption for idle state, since this part is

approximately the same for all the schemes simulated. LetE be the all the energy consumption by

transmitting, receiving, and overhearing during simulation. Letndata be the number of data packets

delivered to the sink. Then,e is equal to:

e =
E

ndata
(24)

• Average End-to-end Packet Delay- It is denoted byTete. It includes all possible delays during data

dissemination, caused by queuing, retransmission due to collision at the MAC, and transmission

time.

• Number of the Control Messages per Successful Data Delivery- It is denoted bynctrl. It is the ratio

of the number of control messages transmitted to the number of data packets delivered to the sink

before lifetime.

• Energy*delay/Reliability- In sensor networks, it is important to consider both energy and delay. In

[27], the combined energy*delay metric can reflect both the energy usage and the end-to-end delay.

Furthermore, in unreliable environment, the reliability is also an important metric. In this paper, we

adopt the following metric to evaluate the integrated performance of reliability, energy and delay:

η =
e · Tete

P
. (25)

V. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

In Section V-A, we examine the impact of node density on the REER performance. In Section V-B,

GPSR and REER with varyingr are evaluated in terms of link failure rate.

A. Effect of Normalized Node Density on the REER performance in Unreliable Environments

In the following experiments, link failure rate is set to 0.3;r is set to0.8R; Let δq be the normalized

node density, i.e. the ratio of the current node density to the default one (600 nodes
500×200 m2 ). δq is changed

from 0.25 to 2 by controlling the number of sensor nodes in the fixed size of network.

In Fig. 12, the higher isδq, the larger isNcf , the higher is the hop reliability andP . When δq is

beyond 1.5, REER has a delivery ratio near 100%.
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Fig. 12. The impact ofδq on P .

According to Eqn.(17) and Eqn.(18),P is exponentially increasing function ofNcf , while E is linearly

increasing function ofNcf . WhenNcf is too small to overcome the 30% link failure rate,P increases

exponentially withNcf increased. Thus,ndata = P ·TotalDataSendNum dominates Eqn.(24) to make

ereer decrease. Whenδq is equal to 0.75,ereer reaches its minimum. Ifδq goes beyond 0.75,P does not

increase much (see Fig. 12). However,E always linearly increases in proportion toδq, and dominates

Eqn. 24. Thus,ereer increases again.

Recall thatTmax denotes the maximum backoff timer value during data dissemination.Tmax has a

large impact on the data latency. It is set according toNcf in Eqn.(9). Withδq increased,Ncf increases.

The larger isNcf , the largerTmax will be set to avoid collisions. Thus, in Fig. 14,Tete of REER increases

with δq increased. Currently, we adopt a simple backoff time function as shown in Eqn.(9), we believe

a better function can lower the data latency extensively.

In Fig. 15,η reaches its minimum value whenδq is equal to 0.75. The smaller isη, the better is the

integrated performance of REER. It is unnecessary to increaseδq more if the value is large enough to

achieve required reliability.

B. Comparison of REER and GPSR with Variable Link Failure Rates

In this section, six groups (i.e. GPSR and REER withr set to 0.67R, 0.75R, 0.85R, 0.93R, andR

respectively) of simulation are evaluated. In each group of experiments, we changef from 0 to 0.9 by

the step size of 0.1 with all the other parameters in Table III fixed.

The smaller isr, the larger number ofCNs in each cooperative field are exploited. Thus, in Fig. 16,

REER yields higher reliability asr decreased. Whenr is equal to0.67R, REER keeps achieving more
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Fig. 13. The impact ofδq on e.

Fig. 14. The impact ofδq on Treer.

Fig. 15. The impact ofδq on η.
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Fig. 16. The Comparison ofP .

Fig. 17. The Comparison ofe.

than 90% packet delivery ratio untilf is larger than 0.6. Since GPSR depends on periodically beaconing

to perform local repair, it is not robust to high link failure rate. Thus, the reliability is low if the link

failure rate goes beyond 0.3.

GPSR selects a next hop in its neighbor table and the MAC-layer tries to deliver the packet to this

node. However, this node is not reachable in case of link failure, and the MAC-layer sends a failure

notification back to the network layer to make the routing protocol selects another next hop. In case of

high link failure rate, GPSR had to select several times a next hop until finally the MAC-layer was able to
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Fig. 18. The Comparison ofTete.

Fig. 19. The Comparison ofnctrl.

Fig. 20. The Comparison ofη.
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Fig. 21. The Comparison of Backoff Time: (a) with Low Link Failure Rate; (b) with High Link Failure Rate.

deliver the packets. By comparison, REER broadcast a data packet only once at each hop. Furthermore,

the nodes which are not selected asRNs/CNs can enter sleeping mode to save energy. Thus, in Fig. 17,

ereer is almost always lower thanegpsr with varying f .

According to Eqn.(18),E decreases withf increases, i.e. the link failure helps to save energy for

receiving data packet. If the number ofCNs is large enough to overcome the link failure, a largef helps

to lower ereer. The reason isndata does not change much, whileE decreases. Thus, in Fig. 17, givenr

fixed, there is a certain value off to makee reach its minimum. Iff goes beyond that point, the number

of CNs is insufficient to antagonize the high link failure rate, which causesndata decrease exponentially.

Thus,ereer increases fast again.

In Fig. 18, the delay of GPSR increases with higherf . The responsibility for this effect lies again

in the increasing number of link layer retransmissions. Givenr fixed, the delay of REER also increases

with higherf . It is because REER performs a backoff process at each hop during data dissemination. In

Fig. 21, the number ofCNs is six. Whenf is low, theCN with low tb is more likely to forward the data

packet, which makes hop latency low. As an example in Fig. 21(a),CN1 is selected to forward the data

packet. In contrast,CN4 is selected in Fig. 21(b), where the hop latency is equal totdata +t4b > tdata +t1b .

On the other hand, givenf fixed, the delay of REER is inversely proportional tor, as shown in Fig. 18.

It is because that the smaller isr, the higher is the number ofCNs in aCF, the higherTmax are needed

to differentiate theCNs according to Eqn.(9), the longer backoff time is yielded, and the higher is the

delay of REER. Another reason is that the hop count between source and sink increases asr decreases.
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In Fig. 19, nctrl of REER is lower than that of GPSR, since REER never uses control message

beaconing to repair a route.

Observed in Fig. 17, Fig. 18, and Fig. 19, REER exhibits more consistent and relatively higher

reliability, lower energy-consumption than GPSR by compromising end-to-end delay bound. These figures

also give hints that REER should chooser adaptively for differentf . To find optimalr in terms ofη,

Fig. 20(a) is plotted. Then, in Fig. 20(b), the optimalr for variablef are selected. The overall performance

gain of REER further improves with the strategy of adaptiver selection.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes REER to achieve both reliability and energy-efficiency simultaneously. In REER,

we first select reference nodes (RNs) between source and sink. Then, multiple cooperative nodes (CNs)

are selected for each reference node. The smaller is the distance (r) between two adjacentRNs , the larger

number ofCNs will be selected for each flow.r provides a control knob to trade off robustness, energy-

efficiency and data delay. In unreliable communication environments, traditional routing protocols may

fail to deliver data timely since link/node failures can be found out only after trying multiple transmissions.

In REER, each data is relayed by broadcasting at each hop, such that among all theCNs at next hop

that received the data successfully, only oneCN will rebroadcast the data.

We have evaluated the REER protocol through both analysis and extensive simulation. According to the

simulation results, we observe the following: 1) With the link failure rate increased,r should be set small

enough to achieve required reliability but not so small as to incur unnecessary large energy consumption

and end-to-end packet delay; 2) REER is unsuitable to perform in low node density environments; 3) in a

reliable environment, both GPSR and REER with larger exhibit higher reliability; 4) REER exhibits more

consistent and relatively higher reliability, less energy consumption than GPSR in unreliable environments.

The extensive simulations also show reliability is achieved by sacrificing the energy-efficiency and delay

performance. Thus, the relevant parameters should be selected carefully to achieve reliability with energy-

efficiency while minimizing the delay.

A better backoff time function used in data dissemination should help to lower the data latency while

not increasing the possibility of simultaneous data broadcasting. To find such a function will be one part

of our future work. Current simulation of REER is limited to normal selection mode, we will testify the

adaptive selection mode in our future work.
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